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1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xAllaire 2 , following an idea of Nguetseng 7 , has developed a new
approach to the homogenization of partial differential equations with
periodic coefficients. He defines the notion of two-scale con¨ergence and
demonstrates its use as a tool for the homogenization of second order
elliptic equations, including problems in perforated domains, and of some
nonlinear problems. Allaire's approach has a number of advantages over
the more usual, formal methods of homogenization. Firstly, it gives both
the homogenized equation and convergence in one fell swoop, instead of
requiring a separate convergence proof. It also generates an intermediate
system of equations, called the two-scale homogenized problem, which is
typically of the same type as the original problem, a feature not always
shared by the usual homogenized equations. We show how, with some
minor modification, the two-scale method can also be applied to evolution
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equations, including degenerate and implicit evolution equations. In par-
ticular we consider the homogenization of equations of the form
­ ­ ­ u«
« « «y b x , t x , t q b x , t u x , t .  .  .  .i j 0 5 /­ t ­ x ­ xi j
­ ­ u«
«y a x , t x , t s f x , t , x g V , 0 - t - T .  .  .i j /­ x ­ xi j
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions, and where the coeffi-
cients are «-periodic in the x variables. The results below apply to a wide
variety of initial-boundary value problems. We shall illustrate our general
results by their application to two specific problems. One is the layered
w xmedium equation 5 , which models the voltage distribution in a multilay-
ered ceramic capacitor. The other is a model of fluid flow in a layered
w xmedium, as described in 6 .
The plan of this paper is as follows: In the second section, we present
w xsome of the results from 2 , extending them to the case of evolution
equations. The third section introduces the general equation of interest
here, an implicit evolution equation with periodically oscillating coeffi-
cients. We apply two-scale convergence to obtain a two-scale homogenized
problem and discuss various aspects of this homogenized problem, includ-
ing the sense in which the limiting solutions satisfy initial and boundary
conditions. In the final section of this paper, we conclude with two
examples illustrating some possible applications of our general results.
2. TWO-SCALE CONVERGENCE WITH A PARAMETER
N w xN M Let V be an open subset of R , Y s 0, 1 , and G a subset of R . In
what follows, G represents the domain of a parameter. Typically G s
w x .0, T . We denote spaces of Y-periodic functions by a subscript a. For
 .example, C V is the space of functions which are continuous anda
w xY-periodic on V. We first quote some definitions and theorems from 2 .
Since both our general results and the specific applications that we
consider involve homogenization with respect to some, but not all, vari-
ables, we have modified Allaire's results to allow for homogenization with
 .a parameter which we denote by t . These changes do not affect the
w xproofs, which can be found in 2 , in any essential way.
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 .DEFINITION 1. A function, c x, t, y , which is Y-periodic in y and
which satisfies
2x 2lim c x , t , dx dt s c x , t , y dy dx dt , 2.1 .  .H H H /««ª0 V=G V=G Y
is called an admissible test function.
 «4 2 .DEFINITION 2. A sequence u : L V = G two-scale converges to
 . 2 .  .u x, t, y g L V = G = Y if for any admissible test function c x, t, y ,0
x
«lim u x , t c x , t , dt dx .H H  /««ª0 V G
s u x , t , y c x , t , y dy dt dx. 2.2 .  .  .H H H 0
V G Y
w xRemark 1. In 2 , it is shown that the class of admissible test functions
2  ..at least includes all functions in L V = G; C Y . In the sequel wea
2  ..assume that the space of test functions is L V = G; C Y .a
 «4 2 .THEOREM 1. If u is a bounded sequence in L V = G , then there
 . 2 .  «4exists a function u x, t, y in L V = G = Y and a subsequence of u0
 «4which two-scale con¨erges to u . Moreo¨er, the subsequence u con¨erges0
2 .  .  .weakly in L V = G to u x, t s H u x, t, y dy.Y 0
Remark 2. The application of this result that justifies interest in the
 «4notion of two-scale convergence is to sequences of functions, u , which
have an asymptotic representation,
x x x
« 2u x , t s u x , t , q « u x , t , q « u x , t , q . . . , . 0 1 2 /  /  /« « «
 .where the functions u x, t, y are sufficiently smooth and Y-periodic in y.i
«  .In this example, u two-scale converges to u x, t, y , the first term of the0
 .expansion, and converges weakly to H u x, t, y dy.Y 0
 «4 1When the sequence, u , is H -bounded, we get:
 «4 2 1 ..THEOREM 2. Let u be a bounded sequence in L G; H V that
2 1 ..  «4con¨erges weakly to u in L G; H V . Then u two-scale con¨erges to u,
 . 2 1 . .and there is a function u x, t, y in L V = G; H Y rR such that, up to a1 a
«  .  .subsequence, = u two-scale con¨erges to = u x, t q = u x, t, y .x x y 1
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3. IMPLICIT DEGENERATE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
3.1. The Periodic Problem. We now turn to a description of the general
 .  .evolution equation that we wish to homogenize. Let a x, t, y , b x, t, y ,i j i j
 . ` w x .and b x, t, y be in L V = 0, T = Y , and Y-periodic in y, with a s a ,0 i j ji
 Nb s b , for i, j s 1, . . . , N. As before, V is an open subset of R andi j ji
w xN .Y s 0, 1 . Assume that the a 's, b 's, and b are absolutely continuousi j i j 0
in t, for a.e. x g V and y g Y, and that each ­ a , ­ b , and ­ b ist i j t i j t 0
 . 1 .  . w xbounded by a function K t g L 0, T , for a.e. x, t, y g V = 0, T = Y.
We further assume that all the coefficients are nonnegative, and that there
is an a ) 0, independent of x, t, and y, such that
< < 2a x , t , y j j G a j A.1 .  .i j i j
for any j g R N. In this and the sequel, we use the summation convention.
We use the notation a« to denote the functioni j
x
«a x , t s a x , t , .i j i j  /«
and similarly for b« and b«.i j 0
Let G : ­ V, and define0
V s u g H 1 V : g u s 0 on G . 40 0
V s L2 V ; H 1 Y rR . . .1 a
We shall first show that, with a suitable initial condition, the following
implicit evolution equation is well-posed:
­ ­ ­ u«
« « «y b x , t x , t q b x , t u x , t .  .  .  .i j 0 5 /­ t ­ x ­ xi j
­ ­ u«
«y a x , t x , t s f x , t , x g V , 3.1 .  .  .  .i j /­ x ­ xi j
2 X. «  . «  .where f g L 0, T ; V . Define bilinear forms a t , b t as follows. For0
u, ¨ g V , let0
­ u ­ ¨
« «a t u , ¨ s a dx. .  . H i j ­ x ­ xV j i
«  .  X.This determines a family of operators A t g L V , V by0 0
A« t u ¨ s a« t u , ¨ , u , ¨ g V . .  .  .  . 0
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2 .Let W : L V be a Hilbert space containing V , with V dense in W0 0 0 0
and such that the injection V ¨ W is continuous. For u, ¨ g W , we also0 0 0
ask that
­ u ­ ¨
« « «b t u , ¨ s b q b u¨ dx .  . H i j 0 5­ x ­ xV j i
«  .  X.determine a family of operators, B t g L W , W defined by0 0
B« t u ¨ s b« t u , ¨ , u , ¨ g W . .  .  .  . 0
Note that the above is actually a set of assumptions on the space W and0
the functions b and b . We will make this assumption specific in each ofi j 0
the examples which follow.
With the above definitions, our problem can be formulated as the
abstract Cauchy Problem of finding
d
« 2 « « « «u gL 0, T ; V : B t u t q A t u t s f t .  .  .  .  .  . .0 dt
in L2 0, T ; V X , .0
B« u« 0 s B« 0 u , .  .  . 0
2 X.where u g W and f g L 0, T ; V . Very general sufficient conditions0 0 0
for this problem to be well-posed are that there exist constants c , c g R1 2
and c , c ) 0 such that3 4
« « 5 5 2A t ¨ ¨ q c B t ¨ ¨ G c ¨ 3.2 .  .  .  .  .V1 3 0
« « « 5 5 22 A t ¨ ¨ q c B t ¨ ¨ q B 9 t ¨ ¨ G c ¨ 3.3 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .V2 4 0
 .  .for all ¨ g V , « ) 0, and 0 F t F T. Using A.1 , we see that 3.2 will be0
satisfied if either there is a constant c ) 0, independent of x, t, and y
such that
b x , t , y G c ) 0, A.2 .  .0
or
m G ) 0. A.3 .  .0
 .For 3.3 we assume in addition to either of these conditions that for some
l g R
l B« t ¨ ¨ q B« 9 t ¨ ¨ G 0 A.4 .  .  .  .  .  .
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for all ¨ g V , « ) 0, and 0 F t F T. We shall leave this condition in this0
rather general form to give us flexibility in the examples which follow. The
«  . «  .above assumptions are sufficient for A t and B t to be regular
 w x. «  .families of Hermitian operators see 12 and for each B t to be
 w x.monotone. Thus we have the following from 12 :
2 X.THEOREM 3. Let u g W , « ) 0, and f g L 0, T : V , with the spaces0 0 0
«  . «  .V , W and the operators A t and B t as defined abo¨e. Assume that0 0
 .  .  .  .A.1 and A.4 are satisfied, as well as either A.2 or A.3 . Then there is a
« 2 .unique u g L 0, T ; V such that0
d
X« « « «B t u t q A t u t s f t , in V , .  .  .  .  . . 0dt 3.4 .
B« u« 0 s B« 0 u . .  .  . 0
We will now show that the sequence u« is bounded:
COROLLARY 4. Gi¨ en the situation of Theorem 3, u« is bounded in
2 .L 0, T ; V , independently of « .0
w xProof. Following 12 , we note that it may be assumed that c s 0 in2
 .  .3.3 applying a standard change of variable argument . Define V s0
2 .L 0, T ; V and0
F s w g V : w9 g L2 0, T ; W , w T s 0 .  . 40 0
5 5 2 5 5 2with the norm w s w . For u g V and w g F, defineF V 00
T




« «f w s f t w t dt q B 0 u w 0 . .  .  .  .  . .H 0
0
«  . «  .  .  ..For each « ) 0, B t is a regular family. Thus B t u t ¨ t is AC,
1, 2 .and for any u and ¨ in W 0, T ; V ,0
­
« «B t u t ¨ t s B t u9 t ¨ t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
­ t
q B« t u t ¨ 9 t q B« t 9u t ¨ t . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
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From this, it is easy to check that
2 E« w , w .
T
« «s 2 A t w t w t q B t 9w t w t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H 
0
­
«y B t w t w t dt .  .  . . 5­ t
5 5 2 «G c w q B 0 w 0 w 0 .  .  . .V4 0
5 5 2G c w .F4
 . «  « . «  . «From 3.4 we see that E u , w s f w for all w in F. Since E is
F-coercive and F is continuously embedded and dense in V , there is an0
extension of E« to V = V such that0 0
c4 2« « « « « « « «X5 5 5 5 5 5u F E u , u s f u F f u q B 0 u u . .  .  .  .V V V 0 00 0 02
Thus we finally obtain existence of a k ) 0 such that
1r22« «X5 5 5 5u F k f q B 0 u u . 3.5 .  .  .V V .0 00 0
 .  .We note that since b x, t, y and b x, t, y are bounded and Y-periodic,i j 0
the functions b« and b« are bounded, independently of « , and hence fromi j 0
« 2 .  4  .3.5 we see that u is bounded in L 0, T ; V .0
3.2. The 2-Scale Homogenized Problem. Given the above, it follows that
 « .there is a subsequence also denoted here by u and a function u in
2 . « 2 .L 0,T ; V such that u © u weakly in L 0, T ; V . By Theorem 2,0 0
2 2« 2 « .u ª u and there is a u g L 0, T ; V such that = u ª = u q = u1 1 x x y 1
2where ª denotes two-scale convergence. We wish to show that the pair
 .u, u satisfies a ``two-scale homogenized'' system of equations corre-1
 .sponding to 3.4 .
2 . 2 . 2Let V s V = V , V s L 0, T ; V , V s L 0, T ; V , and V s L 0, T ;0 1 0 0 1 1
.V s V = V . Choose0 1
w g W 1, 2 0, T ; C` V with w x , T s 0 .  . .0
and
w g W 1, 2 0, T ; C` V ; C` Y with w x , T , y s 0. .  . . .1 0 a 1
Note that w is Y-periodic in y.1
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 .  .  . w xMultiply 3.1 by w x, t q «w x, t, xr« and integrate over V = 0, T .1
After an integration by parts, using the initial condition satisfied by u«, we
get
­ u« ­w9 ­wX ­wXT 1 1«y b x , t q « q dx dt .H H i j  /­ x ­ x ­ x ­ y0 V j i i i
T X« «y b x , t u w9 q «w dx dt .  .H H 0 1
0 V
­ u ­w ­w x ­w x0 1 1«y b x , 0 x , 0 q « x , 0, q x , 0, dx .  .H i j  /  / /­ x ­ x ­ x « ­ y «V j i i i
x
«y b x , 0 u w x , 0 q «w x , 0, dx .  .H 0 0 1  / /«V
­ u« ­w ­w ­wT 1 1«q a x , t q « q dx dt .H H i j  /­ x ­ x ­ x ­ y0 V j i i i
T
s f x , t w q «w dx dt , 3.6 .  .  .H H 1
0 V
where 9 denotes ­r­ t.
«   . .We note that the functions a ­wr­ x q « ­w r­ x q ­w r­ y ,i j i 1 i 1 i
«   X . X . «  X .b ­w9r­ x q « ­w r­ x q ­w r­ y and b w9 q «w are all admissi-i j i 1 i 1 i 0 1
  .. «ble in the sense of 2.1 . Using the two-scale convergence of u and of
«  .= u and letting « ª 0 in 3.6 we getx
­ u ­ u ­w9 ­wXT 1 1y b x , t , y q q dy dx dt .H H H i j  / /­ x ­ y ­ x ­ y0 V Y j j i i
T
y b x , t , y uw9 dy dx dt .H H H 0
0 V Y
­ u ­ u ­w ­wT 1 1q a x , t , y q q dy dx dt .H H H i j  / /­ x ­ y ­ x ­ y0 V Y j j i i
T
s f x , t w x , t dx dt .  .H H
0 V
­ u ­w ­w0 1q b x , 0, y x , 0 q x , 0, y dy dx .  .  .H H i j  /­ x ­ x ­ yV Y j i i
q b x , 0, y u x w x , 0 dy dx. 3.7 .  .  .  .H H 0 0
V Y
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 .  .For ¨ s ¨ , ¨ and w s w, w g V ' V = V we define the bilinearÄ Ä1 1 0 1
 .form a t byÄ
­ ¨ ­ ¨ ­ w ­ w1 1
a t ¨ , w s a x , t , y q q dy dx .  .  .Ä Ä Ä H H i j  / /­ x ­ y ­ x ­ yV Y j j i i
Ä .while for ¨ and w g W ' W = W we define the bilinear form b t byÄ Ä 0 1
­ ¨ ­ ¨ ­ w ­ w1 1Äb t ¨ , w s b x , t , y q q dy dx .  .  .Ä Ä H H i j  / /­ x ­ y ­ x ­ yV Y j j i i
q b x , t , y ¨w dy dx. .H H 0
V Y
Since ¨ is Y-periodic,1
2
­ ¨ ­ ¨ 1
a t ¨ , ¨ G a q dy dx .  .Ä Ä Ä H H
­ x ­ yV Y i i
2 2
­ ¨ ­ ¨ 1s a q dy dx.H H  5­ x ­ yV Y i i
Also, since b G 0,i j
Ä 2< <b t ¨ , ¨ G b x , t , y ¨ x dy dx. .  .  .  .Ä Ä H H 0
V Y
 .Thus, if m G ) 0, then once again using the Y-periodicity of ¨ , there is0 1
a c ) 0 such that
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2a t ¨ , ¨ G c ¨ q ¨ s c ¨ . .  .Ä Ä Ä ÄV V V .10 1
Otherwise, b is bounded below by a positive constant and so0
Ä 2 25 5b t ¨ , ¨ G c ¨ . .  .Ä Ä L V .
In either case, there are l g R and c ) 0, independent of t, such that
Ä 25 5 w xa t ¨ , ¨ q lb t ¨ , ¨ G c ¨ , for ¨ g V , t g 0, T . .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄV
Ä Ä .  .  .It follows that the families of operators A t in L V, V 9 and B t in
Ä .  .  .L W, W9 , corresponding to the bilinear forms a t and b t , are regularÄ
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Ä .familites of Hermitian operators, with B t monotone, for every t. With
u s u , 0 g W = W .Ä0 0 0 1
and
Ä 2f s f , 0 g L 0, T ; V 9 , .  .
 .we can rewrite 3.7 as
T TÄ Äy B t u t w9 t dt q A t u t w t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä ÄH H
0 0
T Ä Äs f t w t dt q B 0 u w 0 , 3.8 .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä ÄH 0
0
 .   .  .. 2 .where u t s u t , u t g L 0, T ; V . If G s ­ V, then by density, thisÄ 1 0
1, 2 .  .  .holds for all w g V l W 0, T ; W = W with w T s 0, 0 . The condi-Ä Ä0 1
Ä Ä .  . w xtions satisfied by A t and B t and the same general results from 12
 .which were used above guarantee that u t , which is a solution of thisÄ
Cauchy problem, is the unique solution. We have thus established the
following:
THEOREM 5. Assume that the spaces and operators of Theorem 3 are
 .  .  .gi¨ en. Assume that A.1 and A.4 are satisfied, as well as either A.2 or
 .  .A.3 and that G s ­ V. Then there exists a unique u s u, u in V s V =Ä0 1 0
2 2« « «V such that u © u weakly in V , u ª u, and = u ª = u q = u .1 0 x x y 1
 .Furthermore, u satisfies the 2-scale homogenized equation 3.7 .Ä
 .Particular choices of the test functions w and w allow us to write 3.71
as a system of equations for u and u , but we cannot, in general, decouple1
the system into partial differential equations satisfied by u and u individ-1
ually. In the examples below we illustrate two cases: one in which u
satisfies a homogenized PDE; and one where an attempted decoupling
produces a complicated equation containing pseudo-differential operators.
3.3. The Homogenized Initial Condition. Although we will not attempt
to completely decouple the general system which we obtain here, it is
interesting to examine the sense in which the initial condition and bound-
ary conditions are satisfied in the homogenized version of the problem.
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 .  . From 3.7 we can see that the pair u, u satisfies in the distributional1
.sense the initial-boundary value system,
­ ­ ­ u ­ u1y b x , t , y x , t dy q b x , t , y x , t , y dy .  .  .  .H Hi j i j 5 /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ yY Yi j j
­ ­ ­ u
q b x , t , y u x , t dy y a x , t , y x , t dy .  .  .  .H H0 i j 5  5­ t ­ x ­ xY Yi j
­ ­ u1y a x , t , y x , t , y dy s f x 3.9 .  .  .  .H i j 5­ x ­ yYi j
w xin V = 0, T ,
­ ­ ­ u ­ u1y b x , t , y x , t q x , t , y .  .  .i j 5 /­ t ­ y ­ x ­ yi j j
­ ­ u ­ u1y a x , t , y x , t q x , t , y s 0 3.10 .  .  .  .i j  /­ y ­ x ­ yi j j
w xin V = Y = 0, T ,
­ ­ u ­ u1
b x , 0, y x , 0 q x , 0, y dy .  .  .H i j  /­ x ­ x ­ yYi j j
y b x , 0, y u x , 0 dy .  .H 0
Y
­ ­ u0s b x , 0, y x dy y b x , 0, y u x dy 3.11 .  .  .  .  .H Hi j 0 0­ x ­ xY Yi j
in V and
­ ­ u ­ u1
b x , 0, y x , 0 q x , 0, y .  .  .i j 5 /­ y ­ x ­ yi j j
­ ­ u0s b x , 0, y x 3.12 .  .  .i j /­ y ­ xi j
in V = Y.
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 .  .We can decouple 3.11 and 3.12 which specify the behavior of u at
 . kt s 0. Suppose that u x, 0 is given and define w as the solution of
­ ­ w k ­
b x , 0, y x , y s b x , 0, y , .  .  .i j i k /­ y ­ y ­ yi j i
where w k is Y-periodic in Y and
w k x , y dy s 0. .H
Y
 .By linearity, 3.12 yields
­ u ­ u x , 0 .0 ku x , 0, y s y w x , y q c x . .  .  .1  /­ x ­ xk k
 .Substituting in 3.11 we have that
y b x , 0, y dy u x , 0 .  .H 0 /Y
k­ ­ u ­ u ­ u ­ w0q b x , 0, y x , 0 q x y x , 0 dy .  .  .  .H i j  /­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ yYi j k k j
­ ­ u0s b x , 0, y x y b x , 0, y dy u x . .  .  .  .H Hi j 0 0 / /­ x ­ xY Yi j
Define
­ w kÄb x s b x , 0, y d y x , y dy. .  .  .Hi j i j jk /­ yY j
We can now describe the sense in which the initial condition is preserved
in the homogenized problem:
COROLLARY 6. In the situation of Theorem 5, u satisfies
­ ­ uÄy b x , 0, y dy u x , 0 q b x x , 0 .  .  .  .H 0 i j /  /­ x ­ xY i j
­ ­ u0Äs y b x , 0, y dy u x q b x x . .  .  .  .H 0 0 i j /  /­ x ­ xY i j
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3.4. Homogenized Boundary Values. In terms of the boundary condi-
tions satisfied by u we can also make some general observations and
 .formal calculations. Assume now, that G : ­ V. Since u is the weak limit0
of the sequence u«, it inherits the stable boundary conditions forced by the
space V . If G is strictly contained in ­ V, then we expect that u will0 0
satisfy additional Neumann type boundary conditions on ­ V _ G . Choose0
` w x.  .  .w g C V = 0, T with w x, 0 s w x, T s 0 and w s 0 on G . From0
 . 2 .3.8 we have that u g L 0, T ; V satisfiesÄ
­T T TÄ Ä ÄB t u t w t dt q A t u t w t dt s f t w t dt , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .H H H
­ t0 0 0
 .where we set w s w, 0 . ThusÄ
­T Ä ÄB t u t dt q A t u t y f t w t dt s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä .H
­ t0
 .Using 3.9 and Green's theorem then yields
­ ­ u ­ uT 1
b s, t , y s, t q s, t , y dy w t n dsdt .  .  .  .H H H i j i /­ t ­ x ­ y0 G Y j j1
­ u ­ uT 1q a s, t , y s, t q s, t , y dy w t n dsdt s 0, .  .  .  .H H H i j i /­ x ­ y0 G Y j j1
 .where G s ­ V _ G and n s represents the ith component of the unit1 0 i
outward normal at s. This holds for any w as specified above and
2w x .therefore, by the density of such test functions, in L 0, T = V . This
gives us, as expected, a Neumann type boundary condition on G :1
­ ­ u ­ u1
b s, t , y s, t q s, t , y dy n s .  .  .  .H i j i 5 /­ t ­ x ­ yY j j
­ u ­ u1q a s, t , y s, t q s, t , y dy n s s 0. .  .  .  .H i j i 5 /­ x ­ yY j j
Before turning to examples, we make the following remarks:
 . «Remark 3. While u s u, u is the two-scale limit of the sequence u ,Ä 1
we have also noted that u is the weak limit of the same sequence in
2 .L 0, T ; V .0
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 .Remark 4. In some cases such as in our first example below the weak
limit u is the solution of the corresponding homogenized PDE which can
be thought of as the limit of the original problem. This is not always the
 .case, however see the second example .
Remark 5. The examples which follow are intended to illustrate some
of the possible applications of the general methods described above. Since
we have chosen to illustrate their use in problems which share a similar
geometry and with similar conditions on the coefficients, we have left out
many interesting possible cases. Specifically, in the examples below, we
assume that the domain V is composed of horizontal layers and that the
 .  .  .coefficients a x, t, y , b x, t, y , and b x, t, y from above are timei j i j 0
 .independent and «-periodic in only the vertical direction. For example,
 .when we write a x, y below, we are referencing the function withi j
n w xdomain R = Y where Y s 0, 1 , and where y s x r« . The results pre-n
sented above for two-scale convergence with a parameter obviously hold
for such functions.
4. EXAMPLES
4.1. Fluid Flow in Layered Porous Media. Consider a layered structure
of highly porous but slightly permeable blocks which are separated by
w  .xporous and highly permeable fissures. Let a x be the 3 = 3 matrixi j
 .representing the permeability hydraulic transitivity of the medium, and
 .assume that each a x is periodic of period « in the variable x . Here wei j 3
let « represent the natural period of the structure in the vertical direction
 .a vertical distance of « includes an entire blockrfissure layer . As above,
 .  . «  .we use the notation a x, y s a x, x r« s a x . Let b be nonnega-i j i j 3 i j 0
 .tive, bounded, and continuous but periodic only in the vertical direction ,
2 .set W s L V , and assume that the flow of fluid is modeled by the0
diffusion equation
­ ­ ­ u«
« « «b x u x , t y a x x , t s f x .  .  .  .  . .0 i j /­ t ­ x ­ xi j
b« u« x , 0 s b« x u x , .  .  . .0 0 0
«  .where u x is the fluid density for the medium with layer ``size'' « and
1 .where we assume that G s ­ V so that V s H V . With the appropriate0 0 0
w xassumptions on the matrix a , we can apply the results above. We seei j




b x , y u x , t dy .  .H 0 5­ t Y
­ ­ u ­ u1y a x , y x , t q a x , y x , t , y dy s f x , t .  .  .  .  .H i j i3 5 /­ x ­ x ­ yYi j
4.1 .
for x g V, and 0 - t - T ,
­ ­ u ­ u1y a x , y x , t , y q a x , y x , t s 0 4.2 .  .  .  .  .33 i3 /­ y ­ y ­ xi
w xfor x g V, y g 0, 1 , and 0 - t - T , and
b x , y dy u x , 0 s b x , y dy u x . .  .  .  .H H0 0 0 /  /Y Y
We define w i to be Y-periodic in y, and the solution of
­ ­ w i ­ ai3y a x , y x , y s x , y .  .  .33 /­ y ­ y ­ y
4.3 .
w i x , y dy s 0. .H
Y
 .By linearity, and 4.2 we now have a relationship between u and u ,1
namely that
­ u
iu x , t , y s x , t w x , y . .  .  .1 ­ xi
 .Substituting in 4.1 , we obtain
­ ­ ­ u
hb x , y u x , t dy y a x x , t s f x , .  .  .  .  .H 0 i j 5  /­ t ­ x ­ xY i j
where
­ w i
ha x s a x , y q a x , y x , y dy. 4.4 .  .  .  .  .Hi j i j 3 j /­ yY
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It is interesting to note here that the lack of symmetry in the structure
and coefficients leads to a corresponding lack of symmetry in the form of
the homogenized coefficients. The degree of this difference can be appre-
ciated by considering a simple example. Suppose that the matrix a isi j
 . diagonal. Then from 4.4 above since a s 0, for j s 1, 2 and not3 j
.summing on j




ha x s a x , y q a x , y x , y dy. 4.5 .  .  .  .  .H33 33 33 /­ yY
 .From 4.3 ,
­ w3
a x , y x , y s ya x , y q c x , 4.6 .  .  .  .  .33 33­ y
where
c x .
dy s 1.H a x , y .Y 33
Thus
y1
y1c x s a x , y dy . 4.7 .  .  . .H 33
Y
 .  .  .Finally, substituting 4.6 and 4.7 back into 4.5 , we obtain
y1
y1ha x s c x s a x , y dy . .  .  . .H33 33
Y
From the above it is easy to see that ah is a simple average in thei j
 .non-periodic directions but not in the third periodic direction. Regions
with very small permeability, for example, have a large impact on ah , but33
almost no effect on ah and ah .11 22
4.2. The Layered Medium Equation. For our second example we con-
w xsider the layered medium equation, proposed in 5 as a model of voltage
distribution in a medium consisting of alternating, very thin films of
conducting and dielectric materials. This is typical, for example, of the
structure of multilayered ceramic capacitors. In this model, we assume that
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the layers are horizontally aligned and so the material coefficients are
 .  .periodic in the vertical x direction, but not in the horizontal x , x3 1 2
«  .  . «  .plane. Let G x , x , x s G x , x , x r« , G x , x , x sH 1 2 3 H 1 2 3 V 1 2 3
 . «  .  .G x , x , x r« , and C x , x , x s C x , x , x r« denote, respec-V 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
tively, the distributed horizontal conductivity, vertical conductivity, and
capacitance in the layered medium, with « ) 0 denoting the total thick-
ness of a pair of adjacent layers of conductor and dielectric. We assume
 .  .  .that the functions G x , x , y , G x , x , y , and C x , x , y are 1-peri-H 1 2 V 1 2 1 2
odic in y, piecewise continuous and uniformly positive. Define the 3 = 3
«  . w «  .xmatrix G x s G x byi j
G« s G« s G«¡ ¦11 22 H
« «~ ¥G s G .33 V
«¢ §G s 0, i / ji j
2 w xLet D : R and I s 0, Z ; R and define V, the spatial domain, by
 4V s D = I. Set G s D = 0 and denote the remainder of the boundary0
«  .of V by G . In this model, the voltage distribution u x, t , relative to the1
base of the structure, solves the IBVP,
­ ­ ­ u«
« « «y C y = ? G =u s f . / /­ t ­ x ­ x3 3
u« s s 0, s g G . 0
G« s =u« s ? n s s 0, s g G , t ) 0 .  .  . 1
C« u« x , 0 s C « u x , .  .0
where u gives the initial voltage distribution and f represents any sources0
of current. The boundary conditions prescribe the voltage on G and the0
 w xoutward normal component of current flow on G . See 9 for additional1
.background and a microstructure treatment of this problem. Here, the
operators A« and B« of our general results are
A« u ¨ s G« x =u x ? =¨ x dx .  .  .  . .H
V
­ u ­ ¨
« «B u ¨ s C x x x dx .  .  .  .H
­ x ­ xV 3 3
and the spaces on which they act are respectively
V s ¨ g H 1 V : g ¨ s 0 on G .  . 40 0
­ ¨
2 2W s ¨ g L V : g L V , ¨ x s 0 for a.e. x in G . .  .  .0 0 5­ x3
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Applying our homogenization results, we have that there are functions u
2 2« 2 « « .and u such that u © u weakly in L 0, T ; V , u ª u, and = u ª = u1 0 x x
ª .q ­ u r­ y e . The pair u, u satisfies the two-scale homogenized system1 3 1
­ ­ ­ u ­ u1y C x , y x , t dy q C x , y x , t , y dy .  .  .  .H H 5 /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ yY Y3 3
3 ­ ­ u ­ u1y G x , y x , t q d x , t , y dy s f x .  .  .  . H i i i3 5 /­ x ­ x ­ yYi iis1
4.8 .
w xin V = 0, T ,
­ ­ ­ u ­ u1y C x , y x , t q x , t , y .  .  . 5 /­ t ­ y ­ x ­ y3
­ ­ u ­ u1y G x , y x , t q x , t , y s 0 4.9 .  .  .  .V 5 /­ y ­ x ­ y3
w x w xin V = 0, 1 = 0, T ,
­ ­ u ­ u1
C x , y x , 0 q x , 0, y dy .  .  .H  /­ x ­ x ­ yY3 3
­ ­ u0s C x , y x dy 4.10 .  .  .H
­ x ­ xY3 3
in V, and
­ ­ u ­ u ­ ­ u1 0
C x , y x , 0 q x , 0, y s C x , y x .  .  .  .  . 5 /  /­ y ­ x ­ y ­ y ­ x3 3
4.11 .
w xin V = 0, 1 .
The Neumann boundary condition on G becomes1
­ ­ u ­ u1
C s, y s, t q s, t , y dy n s .  .  .  .H 3 5 /­ t ­ x ­ yY 3
3 ­ u ­ u1q G s, y s, t q d s, t , y dy n s s 0. .  .  .  . H i i i3 i 5 /­ x ­ yY iis1
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 .  .We could formally decouple the system of equations 4.8 , 4.9 by taking
 .Laplace transforms in 4.9 . It would then be possible to ``solve'' for u inÃ1
terms of u by the approach used above expressing u as a linearÃ Ã1
.combination of solutions of the cell equations . Substituting the inverse
 .Laplace transform of this expression for u in 4.8 would then, as1
expected, lead to a homogenized equation involving pseudodifferential
operators.
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